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These guidelines offer some considerations for proper loading, blocking and bracing IBCs for truck, rail, or
maritime transport. They are not meant to be a complete set of instructions but are intended to assist the
shipper of IBCs to prevent damage and potential incidents. 

We recommend contacting vendors of dunnage and other load securement devices specifically designed
for IBCs for their specific recommendations. 

https://ty-gard.com

CAPACITY (LITERS) EXTERNAL WIDTH INCHES (MM) EXTERNAL HEIGHT

275 gallons (1041) 45.3 (1151) 55 (1400)

330 gallons (1250) 45.3 (1151) 62 (1575)

The footprint of each size is the same at 45.3 inches square. 

Given that the standard 48-foot box trailer is 98.5 inches wide and 108 inches high (common doors are
94x102) IBCs will load two across side by side. They will not stack two high in a common box trailer or 20-
foot or 40-foot ISO CTU (ref ISO 668). 

Do
Transportation regulations worldwide mandate that hazardous materials (dangerous goods) must be
secured from movement in every direction.
IBCs in rail cars or on flatbeds must be nested properly to avoid uneven load distribution on the top 
Air bags are effective ways to prevent IBCs from moving side-to-side and bouncing and damaging each
other in box trailers, CTUs, and railcars
Unitizing groups of two or four by shrink wrap or other wraps like TY-GARD®  or Cordstrap®  can
prevent damage and, properly installed will prevent movement
Unitizing rows horizontally rather than one set of straps across the end will help prevent sliding and
damage
Securing the stack by strapping the stack to the floor or deck top to bottom helps prevent bouncing
Plywood, air bags, or corrugated dunnage  placed horizontally between the IBCs distributes the load
more evenly and can be effective especially under conditions of high seas and poor-quality roads
Blocking the rows of IBCs with lumber keeps the rows from sliding back and forth
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https://www.cordstrap.com/en2

Air Bags, Dunnage Bags, Inflatable Dunnage Bags, Damage Prevention, Blocking and Bracing, Void Filler (dunnagesystems.com)3

Sherman Roto Tank LLC (SRT) does not provide consulting services for a fee. SRT is providing these guidelines free of charge as an accommodation. The use or of these
guidelines is at the sole discretion of the recipient.  These guidelines are presented without any warranty or guarantee as to their fitness for any purpose. Trade names
are for illustrative purposes only and SRT does not endorse or otherwise guarantee or warranty that these so named products are suitable for any application.  Local
State, Provincial, and Federal Regulations must be consulted and followed by the recipient.  SRT makes no claims as to the accuracy and completeness of this
information. Specific stowage provisions apply for dangerous goods and hazardous materials that the recipient must follow. 
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Don't

Data furnished by the US DOT proved most in transit damage is from poor forklift handling and load
securing rather than defective containers

In mixed loads, do not put heavier IBCs on lighter IBCs
In mixed loads be sure different manufacturers’ IBCs nest securely
Do not stack other freight that is heavier than the IBC or of a dimension that could fall rest on the inner
receptacle of the IBCs stacked in single rows. Some regulations prohibit other freight being placed on
hazardous material containers.
Double stacking flatbeds and rail cars should be avoided in shipping materials of specific gravity 1.5 or
higher
Do not push or slide stacks of IBCs along the flatbed or rail car floor as it can cause de-nesting and
damage/deformation to the bottom pallet of the bottom IBC
Do not load IBCs with obvious damage that occurred earlier in the supply chain.  

Please note that this is not illustrative of proper shipping
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